
Writing Planning Calendar 

September: Launching Writer’s Workshop and Introduction of Traits 

Nothing Ever Happens On 90th Street by Roni Schotter: The first sentence in this book sets 

the stage nicely for writing… “Eva unwrapped a cinnamon Danish, opened her notebook, and 

stared helplessly at the wide, white pages.”  Our kids stare at those blank pages and whine “I 

don’t know what to write about…”  (Focus lesson for this book included); Launching writers 

workshop starts with getting children excited about writing and coming up with ideas. 

• “Clay lesson” from Primary 6-traits book; Emphasis is on taking a lump of 

clay and telling students to just “create”.  It is a great concrete 

connection for writing. 

• ABC chart for students to generate topics 

• I Spy books are great for having students use for ideas for first pieces 

• Smekens book Section 1 mini-lessons 

Classroom Expectations:  Each teacher needs to think about their own individual 

expectations and procedures; how will writing look and sound in your room?  The more detailed 

you are with what you want to see and hear the smoother your workshop will go.  Expectations 

should be explicitly taught (see Smekens Section 2 mini-lessons) 

• Writing process framework (“Make a plan”, “write a draft”, “revise your work”, “edit your 

work”, “publish”); This is a great way to teach students the steps of the writing process 

• Punctuation Takes a Vacation by Robin Pulver fits nicely at the beginning of the year to 

introduce the “editing” step of the writing process. 

Generating ideas for writing/getting students to write using personal experiences: 

Roxaboxen by Alice McLerran and Westlandia by Paul Fleischman are great anchor texts for 

modeling how an idea grows from imagination and can help spark student personal narratives 

as they make text connections. 

The Relatives Came by Cynthia Rylant is both realistic fiction and personal narrative.  It is a 

good book for modeling both as writing genres as well as text connections for students. 
 

Introduction to Traits: Overview of all traits to create common language and set up “displays” 

to revisit throughout the year.  (Smekens 56-60) 

• Writing Traits Checklists for students 

• Notes on all traits (from multiple sources) 

• “mini” posters of each trait (look like old style iPods; note center clip art came from 

Smekens: www.smekenseducation.com/ ) 


